
 
  

 
Pack Edge Inc. is currently seeking a Warehouse Worker II to add to our team. Under the direction of the 

Warehouse Manager, the Warehouse Worker II is responsible for physically managing the inventory within the 
warehouse. 
 
Essential Functions 

 Put-away all staged product following receipt by the Shipper / Receiver, documented moves using a hand-
held RF gun 

 Physically manage inventory within the warehouse by completing Bin Transfers to replenish primary bins, 
product consolidations, and other organizational moves to increase efficiency 

 Maintain timely communication with the Warehouse Manager regarding inventory issues or discrepancies  

 Perform product and bin inspections and follow audit trails upon inventory issues or discrepancies to find 
sources, communicating results with the Warehouse Manager 

 Maintain open communication with Inside Sales, acknowledging new Sales Orders to be picked and Will Call 
arrivals 

 Pick Sales Orders from inventory and stage in an organized manner on the Dock for Shipment 

 Ship product, Collect signatures on digital signature pad, and assist customers in loading Will Call Sales 
Orders, sending the Sales Order to Invoicing once completed 

 Assist complete finished kit assembly put-a ways, moving product from the Kit bin to the appropriate bins in 
the warehouse as needed 

 Assist in Shipping / Receiving as needed, including loading and unloading trucks, scanning product in 
receiving or shipping, creating common carriers shipments and related documentation 

 Perform cycle counts with RF hand-held gun as requested 

 Maintain a safe and clean working environment 

 Occasionally assist in warehouse cleanup and other various warehouse projects 

 Performs similar or related work as required, directed or as situation dictates 
 
Minimum knowledge, education and skill required 

 English proficient 

 High School diploma or GED preferred 

 5+ years in a Warehouse Environment with experience picking orders and / or replenishment 

 Certified to operate a standard reach and double reach stand up Fork Lift 

 Certified to operate an Order Picker 

 Dependable, follows instructions, and is able to work in a team environment 

 Critical thinking skills are a must 

 Able to work independently at times 

 Strong adaptability skills.  Should be able to adapt to changes in work environment, manage competing 
demands and is able to deal with frequent change, delays or unexpected events 

 Attention to detail in individual tasks as well as a strong understanding of one’s surroundings 

 Ability to count and add, and communicate results clearly 

 Ability to work safely in a hectic, fast moving environment 

 Must have a valid driver’s license and a clean driving record 
 

Rate of pay is $15 - $20 per hour. We offer full benefits including generous Paid Time Off and an excellent work 
environment. 

 
NO PHONE CALLS OR RECRUITERS PLEASE. Please provide a resume or fill out an application online @ 

www.packedgeinc.com and email directly to Meredith Schwerdt @ mschwerdt@packedgeinc.com. 

Pack Edge Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. 

http://www.packedgeinc.com/

